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Upbeat Contemporary Christian Music. Range of energy, all worshipful and thoughtful/inspirational.

Strong melodies, rich content. 14 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock

Details: Notes about me and this CD: The central emphasis is to encourage people to live with passionate

faith. The songs are anchored in the truths and themes of the Bible that have had a powerful impact in my

own life. The melodies are strong and enjoyable. This CD includes some acoustic guitar  piano, and is

mainly worship band with acoustic, electric, synth types of orchestration. I hope you enjoy them. You may

occasionally hear them on WVNH. Check this out ... Track # 3. No One Like You - upbeat acoustic guitar

with electric accents. Maybe the best worship chorus on this CD. Track #4. Being With You - another

strong worshipful song, maybe my favorite on the CD. Blues organ, balad with rhythm guitar. Simple,

relaxing tone, peaceful, celebrating the great joy of God's presence. Track #7. In Time - could be my

favorite. Creative intro (you'll have to listen to see what I mean). A thoughtful song about time/opportunity.

Wonderful singing melody, memorable, nice electric solo over the last chorus. Track #9. It Was Me -

reflective acoustic piano (it's actually a Yamaha keyboard!). Very worshipful, well received, great

reflection on the cross, builds with some strings and soft brass, very moving song. A great communion

song. Track #10. A Simple Prayer - fits well with #9, again a piano/keyboard song, simple - no other

instruments. Fitting celebration and follow-up to reflection on the cross. Track #11. Thankful - an acoustic

guitar instrumental with bass  drums. Accompaniment trax  lead sheets are available for some songs.

Visit my web page - goodmercymusic.net
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